At the UNIVERSITY OF FLORIDA’S INSTITUTE OF FOOD AND AGRICULTURAL SCIENCES, we’re not just committed to growing better crops, we’re committed to being a better neighbor.

We want to help the nations of the Caribbean Basin grow, by enhancing their abilities to foster healthy people, healthy environments and healthy economies.

That’s part of the UF/IFAS global mission. And that’s why we’re one of the sponsors supporting the 49th Annual Meeting of the Caribbean Food Crops Society.

Maybe we can help you. Hundreds of students, scholars, farmers and industry professionals from Caribbean Basin nations have chosen UF/IFAS when they needed help learning new skills, setting goals and accomplishing extraordinary things.

We offer a wide variety of academic degrees, an expanding distance-education program, world-class research on tropical agriculture, and outreach that brings UF/IFAS expertise to communities where it’s needed most.

So if there’s something UF/IFAS can do for you, let us know. We’re always ready to help, and we’re right in the neighborhood.

http://www.ifas.ufl.edu